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SK-290 Fox’s Boxing Girls

SK-285 Battling Blondes

Raquel vs. Belle

Brandy vs. Belle

Wow, what a great women's boxing match we
have for you! Dr. Fox's Boxing girls are ready
to punch it for his affections. These Foxy
Boxers go toe to toe for 6 rounds. Belle is the
Champ, but Raquel is all heart. Between
rounds, Raquel is pouring on the charm with
Fox, which infuriates Belle. Champ Belle and
Raquel box it out in hard hitting non stop
action till one of them is left KO'd on the ring floor. This is one
awesome women's boxing match! 40 min.

Beautiful Belle is pitted against Sexy
Brandy. A quick exchange of holds and
competition. Great body punches,
slamming flips, punishing chops and
more, till one beauties day is ended by a
sleeper hold. Next, they go for 6 rounds
on boxing. Brandy has great jabs, but Belle
delivers hard punches. Stomach, breast and faces are well
worked over, till one opponent is beaten down and unable to
continue. 37 min.

SK-221 Slugfest

SK-163 Boxing Brutality

Belle vs. Gravel and Sammie vs. Tori

Christine vs. Sandy
Tez vs. Santana

This highly interesting and intense tape has
Belle vs. Gravel in a spectacular mixed
wrestling and boxing match which shows
Belle's tremendous athletecism! The tape ends
with the re-make short of a rare Popeye &
Olive Oil film cartoon of over 50 Years ago,
where Olive Oil gets worked over by a
bombshell in the boxing gym. This tape is a
real “Slugfest!” 40 min.

Sandy and Christine battle to a startling
finish in this brutal women's boxing match
with real blood, real punches, and real
sounds of contact and cries of hurt. It’s a
slugger against a technician in this one,
which ends up topless! Then Santana
trades blows with Tez in a match full of
brutal knock-downs. 50 min.

FA-005 Pro-Am Boxing 2

FA-003 Amateur Boxing

Michelle Vs. Diane

Kellie Vs. Lisa

In this women's boxing match, two strong and
well-trained boxers go toe to toe in an all-out,
pay back, non-stop punching battle. Diane
gave Michelle a shiner the last time they
fought (It’s too bad their last fight wasn’t
caught on tape). Will Michelle prevail over her
tough competitor? Don’t miss this awesome
fight! 47 min.

The beautiful Kellie took on the challenge
of her lifetime when she jumped into the
ring with Lisa, a seasoned pro Boxer. An
incredible fight for survival ensues. You
must see the outcome of this women's
boxing match! 40 min.

FA-002 Pro-Am Boxing 1

FA-001 Pro Boxing

Leigh vs. Cindy

Christine Vs. Dianne

Don't miss this exciting women's boxing action!
These two amateurs punch it out to a definitive
conclusion. Cindy aka Sugar Rey Renee and Leigh are
both beautiful to look, at but are also powerful,
mean, and nasty. The referee also takes a beating
before a smashing ending! 35 min.

This full-contact women's boxing match is
fought before a panel of judges and is very
rough and tough. You’ll be at the edge of
your seat watching this exciting and hardfought battle as you witness each powerful
punch! 48 min.
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SK-86 Freestyle Valley Tudo
Grappling

SK-69 Busting Loose
Jaclyn vs. Christina

Christine vs. Athena
Christina and Athena are tough and trained.
What starts as a kick boxing match turns
into a wild women's boxing brawl. Kicks and
punches come from all angles, and these
two tough and beautiful girls grapple to the
mat. The match roars on, and one girl
begins to tire. Eventually her spirit cannot
overcome her fatigue and pain. An awesome display of power
and courage! 30 min.

Christina exposes her perfect body to do
battle with Jaclyn, a tough Hispanic girl, in
this hot women's boxing match. Jaclyn
advances and charges, but the quicker
blonde reigns with relentless punches. Both
girls pound away with all they’ve got. A
complete ko ends a match which is brutal
all the way! 30 min.

SK-68 Boxing Bombshells

SK-66 Brawling Babes

Leigh vs. Christy T.

Leigh vs. Jaclyn

Leigh spins Christy completely around with a
haymaker, yet Christy battles on until Leigh
floors her in a later round. She rises and all
hell breaks loose. A left hook floors one girl,
she rises slowly, and then is immediately
knocked senseless flat on her back. 30 min.

Vile villain Leigh does battle with Latina Jaclyn
in this women's boxing match. Jaclyn uses her
weight to push Leigh around. Leigh tires of
this and lands vicious blows to the now
topless Jaclyn. In the end, a round house KO
finishes the fight for good! 35 min.

SK-42 Double Dare

SK-36 High School Grudge
Rochelle Vs. Suzie

Candi Vs. Leigh
Boyfriends encourage these beauties to get
into a knock-down drag-out women's boxing
match. Never underestimate the power of a
woman! 30 min.

What would be a better way to settle
differences than to lace up and start
pounding ? That’s exactly what these two
ex classmates do in this women's boxing
match--with a bloody finish! 40 min.

SK-17 T.N.T.

CVP-09 Champion Boxing Vol. 1

Cindy Vs. Rockin Robin
Teri Vs. Pam Manning

Pam Manning Vs. Leigh
Julie Vs. Pam Manning
Two furious women's boxing matches! One
boxer takes on 2 different newcomers who
bring with them their own kinds of
punishment! Is she tough enough to
prevail? 45 min.

Exciting, fearless women's boxing fills the ring
with devastating hooks, jabs, and pummeling
blows. These sexy women are true competitors
and fight hard to the finish! 30 min.

CVP-04 Hard Hitters

CVP-02 Shadow Boxing

Pam Manning Vs. Quisha

Pam Manning Vs. Alysha

This women's boxing match contains no less
than fourteen bruising knockdowns,
including a tremendous finish that has never
been seen in a girl's bout before. 30 min.

A technical boxer takes on a much larger
opponent in this women's boxing matchm
and is ready to teach her quite a lesson! 30
min.

CVP-07 Against All Odds

CVP-01 Power Punch Boxing

Alysha Vs. Mindy

Pam Manning Vs. D.J.

A total domination women's boxing match,
where one girl is left demolished. 35 min.

Sexy, talented, and determined ladies go
out in all out in this women's boxing
match. These girls know how to deliver a
punch! 35 min.
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